LEADERSHIP COMMUNICATION
SPEAKER AUTHOR / CONSULTANT
If you're seeking a true professional speaker who will
command the room, Robyn is your gal!
Patty S. PS Creative Marketing & Event Concepts

...brilliant presenter... Just fascinating stuff.
Andrew C., Finsbury

Even through a screen, her speaking skills and overall
message shone through powerfully.
Missy L. Open Sesame

POPULAR TOPICS
INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP I.C.U.
Uncover Leadership Readiness - Develop Leadership Mastery
Your high potentials will become high performers. Your
established leaders, enlightened and inclusive leaders. Robyn’s
I.C.U Framework of workplace needs enhances participants'
ability to listen, lead and communicate. This experience helps
you cultivate a communication culture that is healthy and
inclusive, increases engagement, eliminates silos, and reduces
turnover.

OWNING IT!

From Invisible to Invaluable
Getting the best out of your best is the key to a successful
organization. However, some of the most talented, and skilled
individuals don’t feel empowered to speak up & and share their
value. Participants learn to own and assert their expertise,
engage diverse communication styles, improve executive
presence and become invaluable contributors to the workplace.

WHAT IF THE GREAT
RESIGNATION WASN'T A
PROBLEM BUT A GIFT?
Turn the Great Resignation into your opportunity for
Recalibration.
In today’s environment to retain, develop and recruit
great talent, leaders have to be more mindful than
ever about the way they engage; the way they
connect; and the way they communicate.
Robyn is a communication expert, international
keynote speaker, coach and consultant who for over
20 years has delivered learning experiences that
help participants understand and connect, reduce
burnout, increase engagement & productivity and
avoid HR drama! Her customizable corporate
programs and interactive keynotes are designed for
maximum education, participation and motivation.
A "recovering" actor and writer for two daytime
dramas, Robyn’s experience in the entertainment
industry plus her training as a certified Neuro
Linguistic Programming (NLP) practitioner give her a
powerful combination of fun, creative tools and
fascinating scientific research that will maximize
personal impact and deliver lasting results.

Speaker Reel

TAME THE NOTORIOUS N.B.G
Personal Branding & Executive Presence

Challenges are inevitable. But focusing on negative experiences
causes undue stress and hampers performance and personal
effectiveness. Scientists call this phenomenon, negativity bias.
Robyn calls it The Notorious N.B.G (Negativity Bias Glitch). In this
motivating, inspiring experience, participants learn techniques to
deal with The Notorious N.B.G. and its cousin The Insidious
Imposter Syndrome by developing a Personal Brand and learning
to share it with confidence.

BOOK ROBYN
Robyn@SpeakEtc.com
www.RobynHatcher.com
917.361.3860

… thank you so much for sharing your incredible insights about human communications and
key strategies for improving how we can communicate more effectively not only with our
workplace colleagues, but really with anyone!

WHY ROBYN?

American Express

I'm a meeting planner. I pay close attention to
presenters to the whole package: Stage
presence/expertise, a professional PowerPoint, a well
thought-out presentation flow, and rich, useful content.
Robyn embodies this EXCELLENCE.
Patty S. PS Creative Marketing & Event Concepts

"Robyn's support and
guidance helped us solve
problems that we were at an
impasse over and helped us
identify a path forward."
Lisa C.S. - Transform Health

KEY OBJECTIVES;
Emotionally Intelligent leaders

Fewer misunderstandings & toxic conflicts
Improved morale & reduced burnout

Clearer more persuasive presentations, pitches & sales
conversations

More confident, professional communication & executive
presence

Stronger listening skills leading to understanding &
inclusion

Tailored Customized Presentations Available

AUTHOR:

STANDING OVATION
PRESENTATIONS

FUN FACTS:

Contains Robyn's Proprietary

assessment framework called

An expert communicator now, Robyn’s LITERAL

ActorTypes.

nickname growing up was “Shy” (or “Shai” as it

Named one of 4 fun coaching

appeared on Christmas Cards).

books on Forbes.com

She once wrote for two daytime dramas; One
Second Edition

Life to Live and All My Children.
A TV commercial she starred in for the New
York Times ran for 8 years and was parodied
on Saturday Night Live with Hallie Berry
playing her!

Robyn@SpeakEtc.com
917- 361-3860
RobynHatcher.com

